**Varsity, frosh mariners win**

By Randy Young

MIT’s sailing team opened its season this weekend with a busy schedule that included the New England Women’s Singlehanded championships, a dinghy invitational, two varsity sloop regattas, and the first freshman event of the year. The weather was extremely variable, as were the breaks that came the sailors’ way, and the Tech mariners’ finishers ranged from good to bad.

On Saturday the winds were virtually nonexistent, and a dinghy invitational at Tufts was canceled, but the qualification trials in the women’s single-handed were held in very light air conditions here on the Charles River. Lynn Roylance ’72, Shelley Bernstein ’74, Gail Baxter ’74, and Martha Donahue ’72 represented MIT’s women, and Lynn and Gail both qualified for Sunday’s finals. The pair finished seventh and eighth respectively in Sunday’s heavier breezes, as the event was won by Candy Curtin of Newton College of the Sacred Heart, followed by Kathy Boynton of Connecticut College and Barb Grant of Radcliffe. Maria Rozauso ’73, MIT’s top woman skipper and a prime contender for the singlehanded title, was unable to sail in the trials on Saturday and therefore could not compete on Sunday.

On Sunday, coach Hatch Brown and eight members of the men’s varsity squad traveled to the Maine Maritime Academy in Castine, Maine, to compete in two dinghy events, one in Shields and the other in Mercury.

Tom Bergan ’72, Frank Miller ’74, Al Spoon ’73, and Larry Bacon ’73 co-skipped the Tech entry in the Shields regatta, and won easily over the other three schools, which included the Coast Guard Academy, Maine Maritime, and Bowdoin. Good upwind work and fine spinnaker handling were major factors in the MIT victory.

Steve Cucchiaro ’74 with Randy Young ’74 as crew, and the co-skippers team of seniors Bob Hart and John Lacy represented MIT in the Mercury event, sailing against a field composed of entries from Maine Maritime, Coast Guard and the University of Maine/Portland. Cucchiaro won his division, and John Lacy from putting the regatta under wraps for Tech, Coast Guard won the event, with the other three schools tied for second place.

A dinghy invitational at Boston University on Sunday rounded out the weekend’s varsity action, and the MIT skippers fell victim to some rough going, as they finished back in the pack. Steve Shantzis ’72, with Kim McCoy ’74 crewing, sailed in one division, while Steve Shantzis ’72 skipped in the other.

MIT’s freshman squad won its first regattas of the year, as the Tech Frosh took top honors in an invitational event at Harvard, finishing ahead of Coast Guard and Tufts.

Next weekend features another full slate, as the varsity will compete in two dinghy invitational and the season’s first trophy meet, the Danmark Trophy, to be held at the Coast Guard Academy in New London, Connecticut.

The women’s team will sail in the Captain’s Cup regatta at Jackson and a novice regatta at MIT. The freshmen are slated to compete in an invitational at Tufts.
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**SPORTS**

Shown below, the fleet maneuvers prior to a start in one of the races of the New England Women’s Singlehanded finals at MIT on Sunday. Above, Lynn Roylance ’72 heads for the dock after finishing the race. Photos by Brad Biletdeaux
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**Frosh crews get strong start**

The perennielly successful frosh lightweights have about forty men working out on their squad. This large turn-out be-
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**Original Cafe**

"The place where you get excellent food and delicious pizzas to fit your budget."

FINE LIQUORS – TAKE OUT SERVICE COMFORTABLY AIR CONDITIONED

"Serving MIT students and personnel for 36 years."

864-0680 799 Main Street Cambridge
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**Frosh crews get strong start**

One of the things that characterizes fall at the Institute is boatloads of freshmen crew coming into the early stages of their sport. As the team gets organized, the coach can sit beside each man and closely supervise his technique. Below, frosh light coach Fraser Walsh explains the basics of blade control to one of his candidates working on the rowing simulator.
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**Shelves!!**

$23 unfinished, as shown. Free-standing, interlocking pieces, can be put together and take apart in minutes. Collapsible to flat boards for easy transporting and storage. Many other arrangements possible with our basic shelf components. Very comfortable, reasonably priced

loveseats, lounge chairs, sofas and convertible sofas; all easily dismantled and reassembled because of our own innovative designs. (A sofa can fit inside a VW bug.)

All our furnishings are handcrafted right here in our workshop. You avoid shipping costs and middlemen. We're 4 blocks from MIT so stop by and visit.

**creative comfort**

472 Mass Ave. Central Square Cambridge 491-1755
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**Mit Musical Theatre Guild announces Auditions for "Pirates of Penzance"**

September 20-23 7:30-11:00 PM Kresge Rehearsal Room

Directed by Nancy and Mickey Rainier

Musicians for orchestra needed (especially strings)